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              Discord: the best communication tool for business (vs. Slack or Zoom)

            
            Jean Paldan

            28/02/2024

          
          
            Slack & Zoom should be shaking in their boots, as Discord is the new business communication tool Talking to your team online in a quick and efficient manner is essential for every business. And picking the right…
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              Importance of credibility in web design (backed by statistics)

            
            Jean Paldan

            14/11/2023

          
          
            The importance of web design for establishing credibility cannot be overstated, and is something we speak about often here at Rare Form. In this article we deep dive into the statistics behind credibility in web design, and…
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              The Cost of Bad Logo Design

            
            Jean Paldan

            08/11/2023

          
          
            A bad logo design can be more than just an aesthetic misstep for a company; it can have far-reaching consequences for brand perception, customer trust, and ultimately, the bottom line. A company’s logo is often the first…
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              Marketing Best Practices in Web Design 2023

            
            Jean Paldan

            06/11/2023

          
          
            In the digital age, a company’s website often serves as the frontline ambassador to its audience, making web design an indispensable pillar of digital marketing. Beyond mere aesthetics, strategic web design is an essential component of a…
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              Web Designer’s Guide: The Care & Feeding of Web Developers

            
            Jean Paldan

            02/11/2023

          
          
            If you are a web designer who works regularly with web developers and programmers, it is essential to build a solid working relationship. Learning the care & feeding of web developers will help you not only design…
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              Style Guide Roundup For Journalists & Writers (Updated 2023)

            
            Jean Paldan

            

          
          
            In the digital world, writing has become an essential skill in more professions. If you are curating a blog, creating content for a website or just writing internal content, it is good practice to follow a style…
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              What Designers Need To Know To Design For The Web (Updated for 2023)

            
            Jean Paldan

            01/11/2023

          
          
            Since 1998, we have had a lot of people straight out of college work for us either as interns, or full placement. Here is the list of practical things (that I was surprised they were not taught…
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              Elementor sucks (& bespoke websites are better)

            
            Jean Paldan

            07/06/2023

          
          
            We have been making websites for a long, long time. So when drag and drop builders came a long, customers have asked about them. We wanted to be able to answer the question ‘why elementor sucks’. So…
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              Rare Form are celebrating our 25th anniversary!

            
            Jean Paldan

            03/04/2023

          
          
            We are super excited to announce that here at Rare Form, the most epic web design agency in Oxford, we are celebrating our 25th anniversary. Since 1998, our team has been dedicated to delivering creative web design…

read more

          

        
              
      
      
              

      
          
    

            
    

        















  